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ABSTRACT 

We consider a general single location capacity expansion problem 

with backorders and stochastic demand over infinite horizon. We show that, 

under certain conditions, instead of solving the stochastic capacity expansion 

problems, we will obtain the same optimal solution by solving deterministic 

equivalent problems. Since only the first decision must be implemented 

immediately, knowing the optimal first decision is nearly as good as knowing 

the entire optimal sequences, especially for the randomness of future demand, 

forecast the entire sequences for the infinite horizon would be unrealistic. Hence 

if we can solve the problem with 'big enough' finite horizon such that the first 

decision remains optimal for any longer than this finite horizon, then we iden

tify the 'big enough' finite horizon as forecast horizon. The forward dynamic 

programming recursion can be used to solve a finite horizon problem. An effi

cient forward algorithm has been developed to obtain the first optimal decision 

and forecast horizon. In addition, a heuristic algorithm also has been derived to 

provide an initial decision is within known error bound of the optimal first 

decision. Several examples are examined to investigate when randomness is 

included, how a decision will be affected. 

v 



1. Introduction 

A capacity expansion problem involves decisions regarding the sizes of 

facilities to be added and installation times at which they should be added so 

that the present value of the cost of satisfying a growing demand will be 

minimized. Two important fep*wuics associated with many capacity expansion 

problems are : 

(1) the available facilities are subject to the economies-of-scale; ie, the 

cost per unit of capacity decreases as the size of facility increases, and 

(2) decisions are based on the present value of the expenditures. 

Therefore, the trade-off between the effects of the economies-of-scale and the 

time value of money must be considered when determining an optimal capacity 

expansion sequence. 

For the capacity expansion problem, there are several mathematical 

models which can be abstracted from 'real world* problems, such as the expan

sion of communication networks, electrical power generation and transmission 

facilities, water resources, and public services. Due to the wide range of applica

tions, capacity expansion models have received extensive attention. 

Since randomness is inherent to 'real world* problems, the results of 

stochastic models, which perhaps more closely approximate reality, become 

interesting. In this paper, the concept of a deterministic equivalent problem for 

a stochastic problem introduced by Bean, Higle, and Smith [1986], and the gen

eral results of Bean and Smith [1084] pertaining to optimal decision making 

over an infinite horizon are used to investigate some general properties of an 

1 
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infinite horizon capacity expansion problem under stochastic demand. 

In section 2, several published papers pertaining to the problem we 

consider are discussed. In section 3, the formal problem statements are 

presented, the deterministic equivalent problem is defined and a dynamic pro

gramming recursion of our problem is identified. In addition, we redefine the 

concept of a forecast horizon in terms of our problem. In section 4, we provide 

a general condition for the existence of a forecast horizon, as it relates to our 

problem. Since we axe really most interested in the initial decision, in section 

5, we present an algorithm using two different stopping rules, which identify an 

appropriate initial decision. One stopping rule is based on the theorem of fore

cast horizons, and identifies an optimal solution. The second rule is based on a 

cost criterion, and identifies a 'near optimal' solution, with a guaranteed bound 

on the resulting cost error. Finally, in section 6, several examples are examined 

, and final remarks are included in section 7. 



2. Background 

In the study of capacity expansion problems, there are three major 

factors that are typically considered: 

(1) expansion sizes, 

(2) expansion times, and 

(3) expansion location. 

The problem we consider here is a single location capacity expansion problem, 

thus, eliminating the third factor. In this specific area, the best known papers 

are presented by Manne [1961]. The simplest model deals with deterministic 

demand that grows linearly over time and insightfully identifies the structure of 

the optimal expansion policy. In addition to the linear model, Sinden [1960] 

shows that whenever the discounted costs associated with an expansion at time 

t that is exhausted at time r can be expressed as y{t ,r) = e~rt f (r — t), 

where the function / depends only on the difference r — t, the optimal expan

sion policy is an 'equal cycle' policy. Smith [1980] extends the results of Sinden 

[1960] to a slightly more general case in which r can be of arbitrary sign. How

ever, for most nonstationary demand functions, an optimal strategy for the 

infinite horizon problem is unobtainable. However, if we can solve the problem 

over a finite horizon, such that the optimal first decision for this finite problem 

is the same as the optimal first decision in the long run, then we call the finite 

horizon time an forecast horizon. Because it is only the first decision which 

must be implemented immediately, knowing the initial decision which optimal 

over the infinite horizon is nearly as good as knowing the entire optimal 

sequence of decisions. Bean and Smith [1984] establish general conditions for 

3 
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the existence of optimal decisions, and develops an algorithm to determine the 

optimal initial decision for an infinite horizon deterministic problem. 

When considering the realistic problem, however, the pattern of 

demand over time is often not fully known. If we analyze the problems includ

ing uncertainty, the results perhaps more closely approximate reality. There

fore, if the demand process can be treated as a stochastic process, then we may 

be able to analyze the effect of the randomness of demand on the optimal pol

icy. Since randomness is included, complexity of the model is further increased. 

One non-heuristic method for solving the capacity expansion problem under 

stochastic demand, uses a deterministic problem which is equivalent to the sto

chastic problem. Manne [1061] showed that when demand is a diffusion process, 

the presence of randomness in the demand is equivalent to the reduction of the 

interest rate in an analogous deterministic problem, and therefore an increase 

in the optimal expansion sizes is appropriate. Freidenfeld [1080] generalizes 

some results of Manne [1061]. He defines a deterministic equivalent demand 

and indicates that the optimal solution of the deterministic problem is the 

optimal solution to the stochastic problem when the demand is Birth-Death 

Markov process. Bean, Higle, and Smith [1984] extend the idea to more general 

class of problems in which the demand follows a semi-Markov pri iess. They 

deal with the problem in a more natural way, choosing the sequence of expan

sion sizes rather than choosing the sequence of expansion times. 

In most of these papers, backorders are not allowed. In this paper, we 

permit backorders, and combine the concepts of an equivalent deterministic 

problem and a forecast horizon to Bolve a general single location expansion 

problem. Based on the theorem of forecast horizons, and dynamic 
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programming, we develop a general algorithm to solve infinite horizon capacity 

expansion problems under stochastic demand with backorders included. 



3. Problem Statement 

In order to define the problem clearly, we present the following defini

tion of symbols and list of assumptions which are used throughout this paper. 

3.1. Definition of Symbols 

.  { D  ( t ) ,  t  >0 } is a right continuous stochastic demand process such that 

D (f) represents the cumulative demand through time t. 

{r( z ), z ^0} is an increasing stochastic process in which T { z )  represents 

the first time at which the demand process reaches or exceeds a level z. 

That is, T [z) = inf{* : D (<) >z } . Figure 1 illustrates the relationship 

b e t w e e n  t h e  D  ( t )  a n d  T  ( z ) .  

K  ( x ) represents the installation cost for a facility with capacity x . 

B  (y) represents the penalty cost per unit time when the backorder level is 

V-

A policy tt," = (z,-, v,-), represents the decision to install zt- units of capa

city when the backorder level reaches yt-. 

A sequence n =(?r 1,^2,^3,...) represents the strategy which sequentially 

implements the policy decisions tt(- , 1 = 1,2,3,.... 

ir is said to be a nonadaptive strategy if each policy decision is independent 

of the outcomes of all previously implemented decisions. 

x j  |tr represents the cumulative capacity just prior to the i  u installation 

epoch associated with strategy ir. Thus, 

_ ,~1 
xi,ir = S xj ' where xo,* = °* 

y-°  

6 
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n is the set of all feasible strategies. 

Il^y is the set of all feasible strategies that are nonadaptive. 

CK represents the present value of the costs associated with strategy tt. 

Capacity 

Levels 

*i+*s+*s-

Z1+Z5 

r ( z l )  r ( z l+ 22)  

Figure 1-1: Relationship Between D { t )  and T ( z ) .  

3.2. Assumptions 

Throughout this paper, we make the following assumptions, unless oth

erwise specified. 

Al. The demand process { D ( t ) ,  t  >0 } is a semi-Markov process satisfying 

the following regularity conditon: 

If D ( t t )  =  z 1  and D ( t 2 )  =  z 2  for some t l  <  t 2  and z x  < z 2 )  then for 

every realizable state z €(zltz2)j there exists a t e(f 1^2) 3UC^ that 
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D ( t )  =  z .  

A2. E [ T ( z ) ]  is finite for all finite z . 

A3. Expansion costs are such that only the initial installation costs and the 

backorder costs are relevant to the expansion decision. 

A4. The costs, K  (z) and B  (y) are deterministic, monotonically increasing, 

and are independent of the time at which they are incurred. 

A5. All costs are continuously discounted to their present value at time 0, 

using an interest rate r > 0. 

A6. For every Trell, rc,iJr ^ y i ) W ,  i = 1,2,3,... . 

Assumption Al is a regularity condition which disallows any demand 

process which may bypass or skip a realizable state. As a result of assumption 

A3, we only need to consider the initial costs of all capacity installations and 

the penalty incurred whenever the system is in a backorder situation. A3 is a 

valid assumption whenever the operating costs depend only on demand volume 

or whenever the initial installation costs constitute an overwhelming portion of 

the total costs. Even with the inclusion of price inflation, assumption A4 is still 

reasonable. For example, suppose the inflation rate is 7 and the cost of capital 

is r +7, where r is the real interest rate. The present value of the cost of 

implementing a strategy jt, Ck is 

00 

c  = re7r(0(e-(r+7)r(*) d c x { z ) )  
J o  

= /«- ' !•( . )  JC.O, 
0  

where Cr(z) is the cumulative cost function associated with strategy tt, 

represented in real dollars. Thus, the present value can be calculated using 
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only the real interest rate and costs that are independent of the time at which 

they are incurred. Assumption A6 restricts the set of possible strategies so that 

no installation of capacity may result in a backorder situation. 

3.3. Problem Formulation 

For a capacity expansion problem with stochastic demand, an optimal 

strategy x * is generally a random variable. Hence the optimal solution may be 
£ 

difficult to obtain. However, if 7r is a nonadaptive strategy, then our random 

sequence can be quantified by a deterministic sequence. Thus, if the optimal 

strategy associated with a stochastic capacity expansion problem can be con

fined to the set of nonadaptive strategies, the problem may be solved using 

deterministic techniques . 

Lemma 1 below indicates that assumptions A1-A6 are sufficient to 

guarantee that there is a solution to our problem which is nonadaptive. 

Lemma i ; Under assumption A1-A6, the optimal solution ie without loss of 

generality a nonadaptive strategy. 

Proof : From assumption Al, the demand process is a semi-Markov process. At 

each decision epoch, the optimal decision may depend on the current state and 

the past evolution of the process. Since at each decision epoch, we first allow a 

backorder and then install capacity, the state of the demand process is strictly 

determined by the sequence of facilities that have been previously installed. 

That is, the cumulative demand at every decision epoch must equal the cumu

lative installed capacity. Therefore, the optimal capacity expansion at an 
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installation epoch depends only on the sequence of previously implemented 

decisions and is independent of the outcomes of those decisons. Hence, the 

optimal strategy is without IOSB of generality a nonadaptive strategy. • 

As a result of Lemma 1, we may, without loss of optimality, consider only 

those strategies 7reIIjy. 

For the stochastic infinite horizon problem, the present value of the 

cost of a nonadaptive strategy, jrclljy, is given by 

C9 = £{iir(iCi,)r)e"rT(li"+l' ,") + fB(j/)e~rr(3i"+v) dy} 
i = 1 0 

To rewrite CK in a simpler form, for every jrelljy, we define the function 

Cx(z) as follows: 

C w ( z )  =  E #  ( * , > ) «  ( * - +  /  E B { z - x i t K ) K B .  r { y )  d y  
i - i  o »«i  

where u (ar) = ' 1  x  ^  0  
0 otherwise 

1  x  €  E :  •  t r  f - \  —  i  « i *  
Ei,A ' 0 otherwise 

and £7(> = [ xiiK) xitW+vijW ]. 

Then 

00 w ,*+Vi,r) 

]•«-"•(«) dC,{z) = + S / dz 
0  i - 1 i-1 35 ,r 

= E *(*.>)« ~rr(?>+V,>) + £}fB(z)e-rT(3i"+')dz 
1 - 1  '  I — l o  

= 5j K (®»,n)e~rT ̂  + S jr B ( y ) c - r T & * + v )  d y  
i - l  1-10 
-  C .  
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Our objective is to choose a strategy which satisfies all demand over the infin

ite horizon at a minimum expected discounted cost. The problem to be solved 

now can be stated as follows : 

n„ E [ ' C , ]  (P) 
00 

where E [C„] = E [ [e~rTW dCw(z) ] 
J o  

= JE [«-"•<*> 
J Q  

In order to solve the problem, we appeal to results due to Bean, Higle and 

Smith [1084], and solve a deterministic equivalent problem. 

3.4. Deterministic Equivalent Problems 

A deterministic equivalent problem is identical to the stochastic prob

lem except the growth in demand, D (t), is deterministic, and the interest rate, 

r , may differ from the original interest rate. That is, it is a similar capacity 

expansion problem with deterministic demand function, & (*), and first pas

sage times T(z) = inf { t i D (t) > z }, in which the cost functions are 

K[z) and B (y) , and the set of feasible strategies is identical to the set of 

nonadaptive strategies for the stochastic problem. For a given strategy , 

ireJlN , let T [xf x+yi ,) represent the deterministic time at which the iih 

installation occurs. For y € [0, yt)ir ], T (^,*+1/) represents the interval of 

time during which the backorder accumulates, and yifW is the final 

backorder level under strategy n. Let f be the interest rate used in discount

ing. In this deterministic problem, the present value of the cost of any stra

tegy, Trelljy, is 
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6 *  =  +  f B { y ) e - , f l ' * + y )  d y  
i - l  o 

= ],-*<•) iC„{z) 
J o  

where {C,(z)} is the same set of cost functions as in the stochastic problem. 

The deterministic problem to be solved is 

«»„n» C ,  ( P )  

In order to understand the relationship between the stochastic problem (P) 

and the deterministic problem (P) more clearly, we present the following defin

ition and lemma due to Higle, Bean, and Smith [1986]. 

Definition : If every optimal solution to (P) is also an optimal solution to (P) 

then (P) is said to be a deterministic equivalent problem (DEP) for (P). 

Thus, if a DEP exists, one can solve the stochastic problem (P) by solving the 

deterministic problem (P). The resulting optimal solution is guaranteed to be 

optimal to (P). The following lemma states sufficient conditions for the 

existence of a DEP. 

Lemma 2 : If the solution to (P) is without loss of optimality a nonadaptive 

solution, then (P) has a DEP. 

Proof: See Higle [1086]. • 

When it exists, one possible DEP uses the original interest rate, 

?  =  r  ,  a n d  a  t i m e  f u n c t i o n ,  T  ( z ) ,  c h o s e n ,  s o  t h a t  =  E  [  e - r r ( * )  ]  

(that is, T [z) = —^-\nE [ e~rT] ). From Lemma 1 and 2, it is clear that 
f 
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under assumptions A1-A6, a DEP exists. 

Theorem 3 : Under assumption A1-A6, there exists a DEP for problem (P). 

Proof ; This follows directly from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. • 

Consequently, applying the result of Theorem 3, we can solve the 

infinite horizon stochastic problem by solving a deterministic problem, where 

f = r, and T  ( z )  =  — — I n E  [ c ~ r T ( * )  ] for z ^ O .  However, this particular 

time function T  ( z ) is probably not an appropriate function because of its 

dependence on r . A more natural function, which is independent of the interest 

rate, r, is f (z) = E [T (z) ]. If there exists r *, such that 

t~r £lr(*)) = E [ ], then r * is said to be an to be an equivalent 

interest rate ( Higle, Bean, and Smith [1986] ). In general, the equivalent 

interest rate, r *, depends on the stochastic process {2* (z), z ^0}, which in 

turn depends on {D (£ ), t ^0}. 

When r * exists, we can evaluate the effect of the stochastic nature of 

the demand process using the equivalent interest rate,r *, and the expected 

times E [ T {z) ]. Also, we note that since e~rt is a convex function, 

E [ e~rT(*) ] ^ g-r£|T(z)] (by Jensen's inequality) Since 

E [ e~rr(*) ] = e-r it follows that r * < r . Hence, we see that the 

uncertainty in the demand process has the same effect as lowering the interest 

rate in a deterministic problem. 

Sufficient conditions for the existence of the equivalent interest rate 

are stated in Theorem 4. 
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Theorem 4  :  I f  { D  ( t ) ,  t  ^ 0} is either a renewal process or a non-negative 

increasing transformation, h, of a continuous state stochastic process with sta

tionary and independent increments, then there exists an equivalent interest 

r a t e ,  r  * ,  t h a t  i s  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  h  .  

Proof : See Bean, Higle, and Smith [1084]. • 

One way to solve the deterministic capacity expansion problem is 

using the technique of dynamic programming (DP). To do this, we will restate 

our problem as a DP recursion in the next section. 

3.5 Dynamic Programming Formulation 

If the infinite horizon capacity expansion problem under stochastic 

demand satisfies the assumptions A1-A6, then we will solve the problem by 

solving the DEP. Dynamic programming (DP) has been espoused repeatedly 

as appropriate for solving this problem. Hence, we will formulate our DEP as a 

dynamic program (DP) to actually solve the infinite horizon problem. For the 

DEP, the objective is to 

Min 6,= Min { £ K {x{ w)e-'*<«.'+*>) +  ' f  B  [ y ) r f t ^ " ^  d y } .  
i-=o ' o 

We may restate our problem in terms of the DP recursion as following : 

Let 

g  ( z ) — the minimum present value of the cost of accepting z  units of 

demand and ending with no excess capacity and no backorders. 

h {ZQ,ZI) = the minimum present value of the cost of accepting an additional 

zx units of demand when the cumulative demand is z0. 
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(Implicit in our DP definition is the fact that zx is the incremental 

capacity added). 

Thus, the functional equations of interest are : 

(1).fc (*„,*,) = Mm { + /B(u.)e-rT("+"> dw } 

where y is the final backorder level just before z  j units are added, 

and i/max is the maximum backorder allowed for each decision 

epoch, and 

(2). g  ( z ) = Mm { g { z  —  & z ) + h { z  —Az ,Az  ) } ( P ), 
O^Ar < mm (* ,x—) 

where xmax is the maximun capacity level installed for each installa

tion. 

Our boundary conditions are h  (0,0) = 0, and g  (0) = 0, and we are trying to 

find g (oo). 

Theoretically, we can find the optimal solution for any problem which 

satisfies the assumptions, but for some complex problems, because of the lim

ited capacity of the computer, the solution of the infinite horizon problem is 

unobtainable. Given this restriction, if there exists some finite cumulative 

demand that gives us enough information to determine the optimal first deci

sion for the infinite horizon problem regardless of the growth of future demand, 

then we call the finite cumulative demand a forecast horizon. This tisage of the 

term 'forecast horizon' differs from conventional usage in that the horizon is 

defined in terms of cumulative capacity instead of time. Thus, the finite version 

of our DP formulation is identical to the infinite version except that we see 

f u n c t i o n a l  e q u a t i o n s  h  [ Z Q , Z I ) ,  a n d  g  { z )  f o r  s o m e  f i n i t e  Z  { P z ) .  
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Let 7r* = (ttj*, 7r2*,...) be the optimal decision sequence for (P), 

where 7r,-* is the optimal»01 decision. Similarly, let us define 

jt* (Z) = (iri(Z)j 7r2*(Z), . . . , iTk{Z)) to be the optisal decision sequence 

for {Px). According to the above definition of a forecast horizon, if there exists 

z * Buch that JTJ* = *(Z) for all Z ^ z *, then z * is a forecast horizon and 

the duration time of the first facility is called the planning horizon or decision 

horizon (Bean and Smith [1084]). Since we are really most interested in the 

optimal first decision for capacity planning, we must determine conditions 

under which a forecast horizon exists. 



4. The Existence of Forecast Horizon 

Up to this point, it is clear that if an optimal solution to the infinite 

stochastic problem exists, then under assumptions A1-A6, we can solve the 

infinite stochastic problem by solving an infinite deterministic equivalent prob

lem. 

Before discussing the forecast horizon, we must first ensure that an 

optimal solution exists. Clearly if there is a feasible strategy that is bounded by 

some finite cost, then an optimal solution exists. We make use of this concept 

to prove the following theorem, which is similar to that found in Bean and 

Smith [1985]. 

Theorem 5 : An optimal infinite horizon strategy ir * exists, 

.r . _ T.— lnz 
if r > a ~ lim -5—-. 

* - 0 0  T ( z )  

Proof : We construct a fictitious facility such that it has the largest installation 

cost, K (Xm8iX), and the smallest capacity, X^. Let TT° be the strategy in 

which this fictitious facility is installed at each installation epoch and no 

backorders are ever allowed. 

Clearly, if this fictitious facility existed, then ir° would be a feasible 

strategy for our problem and it would be dominated by other strategies because 

1) the smallest facility has the same capacity but is cheaper, 

2) the largest facility haB the same cost, but has more capacity. 

Thus, if we can show that n °  has finite costs then an optimal solution must 

exist. For the DEP, the present value for strategy JT° is 

17 
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C , .  =  £ * ( * „  
«-l 

Thus, the cost function associated with this strategy is given by 

00 

<?„•(*)= 
i ~ l  

All functions are positive, so 

^ mln 

Z + 1 
• mtn 

Thus, 

In 6 . . ( z )  < In [ K  + X ^ /  X ^ , )  ] .  

_!nC„.(j) ^ ln[ir (JTm J(i +Xmln)/ Xmto] 
lm—sTT~-— * lun 5TT"; *-»eo T ( z )  *-+oo * ( 2 )  

^ l n K ( X m „ )  — I n  ( z + X „ t a )  _  
= lim JTT—: (- lun ——: lun 

I n X  mln 

*-+00 r ( * )  JT->00 T ( z )  #-•00 T { z )  

Hence, 

— hC, . ( z )  ^ — l n ( z  +JTmta) 
lim ^ lim-
*-•00 T { z )  *-»00 T { z )  

•p— In z  
— lim -5-

*-•00 r ( z )  
= f. 

Thus, 

lnC,.(z) 
lim—TT—— ^ g .  
<r-oo T ( z )  

00 

Now, for a given i r  and ! > , C w  ®= f e  < 00 , if 
J o  

r - ^ ( z )  
lim-
s~*oo 

A -

T(r) 
< ? ( Widder [1946]). Hence, for all f >g, we have a finite cost 
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for strategy ir° , an optimal solution, if *, must exist. • 

Thus, if the demand process , D  (t), is eventually bounded an by 

exponential function with growth rate g, then f >g guarantees the existence of 

the optimal solution, JT *. Of course, this does not mean that if f < g, the 

optimal solution does not exist. 

In Bean and Smith [1984], the authors establish conditions for the 

existence of forecast horizons for a very general class of deterministic problems. 

That is, for deterministic demand, there exists a long enough horizon time so 

that the corresponding optimal first facility is in agreement with an optimal 

infinite horizon first facility. Thus, based on the similar idea with the above 

results of Bean and Smith in terms of cumulative demands, we also present the 

conditions for the existence of forecast horizon for our problems. 

Theorem 6 : For a DEP, there exists a cumulative demand z  * , such that 

71-/(2) e n1*, for all z ^ z *, where II / is the set of initial decisions correspond

ing to all infinite optimal strategies, and z is the cumulative demand. 

Proof: For the DEP, ^ ( z )  = inf { t :  D  ( t )  ̂  z  }, which is a monotonically 

nondecreasing function. In Bean and Smith [1984], the authors show that by 

solving a problem with a 'long enough' finite horizon, T *, one will obtain an 

i n f i n i t e  h o r i z o n  o p t i m a l  f i r s t  d e c i s i o n .  T h a t  i s ,  f r / f T )  e  I I / ,  f o r  a l l  T  >  T  * .  

S i n c e  T  *  <  o o ,  t h e r e  m u s t  e x i s t  z  <  o o ,  s u c h  t h a t  f  ( z )  >  T  * .  W e  d e f i n e  z  *  

= inf {z: T (z) > T *}. Hence, there exists a cumulative demand, z *, such 

t h a t  i T i { z )  e  n / ,  f o r  a l l  z  ^  z  * .  •  
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Consequently, the derivation of an algorithm designed to reach the 

forecast horizon based on the result of Theorem 6 will be introduced in the 

next section. 



5. Algorithm 

In Theorem 6, we see that there exists a 'large enough' cumulative 

demand so that the corresponding optimal first decision is in agreement with 

an optimal infinite horizon first decision for a general class of DEP. But how 

do we know whether the cumulative demand is large enough or not ? In other 

words, we wish find the forecast horizon to determine the optimal first decision. 

In the following sections, we will introduce an algorithm and two dif

ferent kinds of stopping rules which indicate when the forecast horizon has 

been reached; one is based on the theorem of forecast horizons, another one is 

based on a cost criterion, and is a heuristic way to determine a policy with cost 

within c of the optimal cost. The algorithm requires that there are only a finite 

number of choices available at each decision epoch. 

5.1. Stopping Rule Based on The Theorem of Forecast Horizon 

In Theorem 6, we see that we can solve our DP recursion problems 

for some finite cumulative demand, Z, and find the optimal first decision. 

There are two questions which arise here : 

1) How do we determine whether the finite Z  (forecast horizon) is large 

enough to ensure that the optimal first decision for finite horizon Z is the 

same as the optimal first decision for the infinite horizon? 

2) Is there an efficient way to solve the DP recursion without enumerating all 

p o s s i b l e  s e q u e n c e s  f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  Z  ?  

Clearly, to answer the first question, we need a stopping rule that 

21 
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indicates when a forecast horizon has been found. The idea which motivates the 

stopping criterion for the algorithm is based on the following Theorem 7 below. 

Theorem 7 : If ir\{z)  = ^i{z,), for all z e [ z t  — Xm a x> z t  ], then 

)• 

Proof: Recall that represents the largest feasible capacity addition. 

Thus if z t  ^ then every feasible strategy, and therefore every optimal 

strategy, must implement a new policy in the cumulative demand window [ 

zt -Xm*x>z$ ]• Hence, if jr/(*) = tj*(zt), for all z e[zt -xmax,zt J, then we 

have the same initial policy for all feasible strategy and therefore, for every 

optimal infinite strategy. That is JTi (z) = TT1 (zt) = 7r^. • 

In order to reduce the number of the sequences considered, the algo

rithm will eliminate all dominated sequences. That is, when the cumulative 

demand Zj ^ z{, and the cost of g (zj) < g (z,*), then we delete the nonoptimal 

subsequences which expire at 2,- from further consideration. 

Applying the two important ideas presented above, we may derive 

our algorithm as following : 

Algorithm 1 

Step X : Start with the point, z which is the cumulative demand for which 

the problem has been solved. For the first iteration, z ' = 0. 

Step 2 : Decide the window size z, — z ' + xmax. 

Step 3 : Solve the finite horizon problem for all horizon z e [ z ' , zt ]. 
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Step 4 : Eliminate all dominated sequences. 

Step 5 : Check all the subpaths associated with this window. If 

« X \ [ z t ), for all z  ' < z  ̂ 2,, then stop at z t , and output the 

first optimal decision, else update z ' and go to step 1. 

5.2. Stopping Rule Based on The Cost Criterion 

Bean and Smith [1985], discuss the possibility that one may be willing 

to adopt a strategy with a cost that is within c of the cost of the optimal infin

ite strategy. They also show that a heuristic forecast horizon, which is indepen

dent of the actual demand, can be easily computed. Applying the results of 

their work to our problem, we have the following definition and theorem. 

Definition : 2e is called an €-optimal forecast horizon, if for all z > z e i  there 

exists a continuation of the finite strategy associated with the horizon zc with 

a cost is within e of the optimal infinite strategy. 

Theorem 8 : If T  ( Z € ) ^ | In ( e/ K  (smM:) ) | / r *, then Z c  is an e-optimal 

forecast horizon. 

Proof: See Bean and Smith [1985]. • 

Based on the results of Theorem 8, we can derive an algorithm as fol

lows : 

Algorithm 2 

Step 1 : Calculate T  *  ( Z e )  from input values of e and K  (xmax). Find the e-
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optimal forecast horizon, Z e i  by inverting the function T  *  ( Z t ) .  

Step 2 : Start with the point, z  ', which is the cumulative demand for which 

t h e  p r o b l e m  h a s  b e e n  s o l v e d .  I n i t i a l l y ,  z  '  =  0 .  

Step 3 : If Z t  >  z  ', then go to step 4, else go to step 5. 

Step 4 : Install all possible policies and eliminate the dominated sequences. Go 

to step 2. 

Step 5 : Stop, output the first e-optimal decision. 

Structurally the above two algorithms differ only in their associated 

stopping rules. Hence, by combining the two algorithms into one program, we 

can solve the infinite horizon stochastic capacity expansion problems. We can 

solve the problems exactly if a forecast horizon exists and output the optimal 

initial decision and the forecast horizon, or provide a solution with a known 

error bound and output the e-optimal initial decision and the e -optimal fore

cast horizon. A PASCAL version of this 'combined' algorithm is included in 

the appendix. 



6. Application 

Many diverse deterministic capacity expansion problems have been 

discussed in the literature. We find the following four deterministic demand 

functions have been extensively used : 

(1) linear function, D  (t)  =  d  t , where d  is growth rate, 

(2) nonlinear function, which can be approximated by 

D ( < )  =  a  t 5  +  b  t 2  +  e  t  +  d ,  

(3) unbounded exponential function, D ( t )  =  Z>0 ( e d t  — 1), and 

(4) saturating exponential function, D { t )  =  (1 —  e ~ d t ) .  

There are, nevertheless, many practical problems in which randomness in the 

demand is an essential feature. Therefore, including the stochastic nature of the 

demand in the model should provide improved results. In the following models, 

the effect of the uncertainty on the optimal first decision will be investigated. 

First, consider the telephone transmission facility problems discussed 

in Smith [1079]. The deterministic demand for telephone circuits was an 

unbounded exponential with growth rate d = 0.09, initial demand D0 = 10 

thousand circuits, and interest rate r = 0.11. Table 1-1 presents capacity and 

cost information for representative facilities of three basic types. 

25 
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Table 1-1 

Prototype Telephone Transmission Facilities. 

Capacity X Fixed cost Ft 
Facility » 

(thousands of circuits) (thousands of dollars) 

(X) (radio) 15 25 

(2) (coaxial cable) 100 125 

(3) (waveguide) 225 200 

To investigate the impact of uncertainty on the initial decision, we 

modify the deterministic problem using a stochastic demand process, then 

determine the corresponding equivalent interest rate. The demand process that 

we used, {D (* ),t ̂  0}, can be express as {/ (d (t)), t ^ 0}, where 

{d (t), t > 0} is a Brownian motion stochastic process with growth rate 

d = 0.09 and variance c2, and / is an exponential function. Bean, Higle and 

Smith [1084] show that an equivalent interest rate exists for this class of 

demand processes. From the above consideration, we find the optimal first 

decision is to install facility 1 (F j) even when we vary the variance about the 

growth rate from 0 to 16, but the forecast horizon does increase from 225 to 

217365 (See Table 1-2.). Thus, we can determine the impact of the random

ness by using the equivalent interest rate. For this problem, we found that 

uncertainty has no impact on our first decision, although it does impact the 

forecast horizon. 
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Table 1-2 

Optimal Decision for Table 1-1 

* 
r ni' Forcut Horizon(thou8andB of circuits) 

0 0.11 225 

4 0.0192 225 

9 0.0132 15765 

13 0.0101 217365 

Next, we consider a series of telephone transmission capacity expan

sion problems which are discussed in Bean iuid Smith [1085]. The transmission 

facility costs and yearly demand profile of four different links for twenty years 

are in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2. We used the same initial interest rate, 

r =0.105. After curve fitting the demand data, four polynomials approximat

ing the demand functions were found and are presented in Table 2-3. All four 

polynominal functions are increasing functions of time and therefore, the sto

chastic version of each function can be expressed as {D (t), t ^0}, where 

D (f )= / {d(t)) and {d (< ),t ^ 0} is Brownian motion with drift d =1 and 

variance <72. Also, in using the c -optimal forecast horizon, we allow each link to 

adopt a strategy with a cost that is within 500 dollars of the optimal infinite 

strategy (i.e. e = 500). All computational results are presented in Table 2-4 

through Table 2-7. We note that as the randomness increases, so does the 

optimal size of the installation. Furthermore, as the optimal facility size 

changes, we find that as the randomness increases, so does the forecast horizon, 

especially at 'break points', where there are multiple optima. Thus, the forecast 
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horizon appears to be very sensitive to the variance. Comparing the results of 

optimal first decision and e-optimal first decision for each link, we find that the 

heuristic method generally yields the optimal initial decision as indicated in 

Table 2-4 through Table 2-7. Thus, the e -optimal forecast horizon appears to 

be a useful concept, especially if the forecast horizon is very long or does not 

exist. 

From the above models, we see that if the equivalent interest rate 

exists, then we can model the stochastic infinite problem as a deterministic 

problem by using the equivlent interest rate. Thus, the sensitivity of the 

optimal solution to the interest rate becomes an important feature by which we 

can evalute the impact of the stochastic nature of the demand on the optimal 

first decision. 



Table 2-1 

Transmission Facility Costs and Capacities 

Capacity X.- Cost F 
Facility j  

(thousand of circuits) (thousands of dollars) 

Digital radio 1 5.4 12.8 

Digital radio 2 19.8 2S.2 

Digital radio S 42.0 27.0 

Table 2-2 

Yearly Demand Profiles for Links 1 through 4 

link Yearly Demand Profiles: Years 1 through 20(circuits) 

1 3200 3100 2800 2300 2400 2700 3770 

3170 3800 4300 4500 5400 4060 4050 

4155 4190 4040 4070 4120 4340 

2 1080 1660 760 1180 870 830 1140 

1200 1040 890 440 800 780 1529 

2130 2020 1923 1924 1951 713 

S 1720 2350 1260 300 1260 1600 1950 

1900 2715 1660 2638 3024 2400 2358 

2426 2330 2400 2438 2500 2600 

4 203 501 566 1580 380 330 412 

360 460 375 930 1160 1840 1120 

1140 1230 980 590 600 630 
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Table 2-3 

Approximating Function of Table 2-2 

Links Approximating Function (circuits) 

1 D(t)=56.52474 z+2669.05f +155.989 

2 D { t  )=2.28i3—39.92t2+1213.64« +143.52 

3 D ( t  )=41.61t z+1288.33« +185.33 

4 D  ( t  )= 19.78f 2+418.374 —3.30 

Table 2-4 

Optimal Decision for Link 1 

Forecast Horiion € -Forecast Horizon 
.T* r' Tlx ^(e) 

(thousand of circuits) (thousand of circuits) 

0 0.105 ^3 42.0 F 3 183.1 

4 0.0891 F* 42.0 F3 232.9 

9 0.0778 Fz 42.0 F* 285.7 

16 0.068 42.0 F3 351.2 

25 0.060 F3 42.0 Fa 427.4 
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Table 2-5 

Optimal Decision for Link 2 

<r2 * 
r  

_ * 
ni 

Forecast Horizon 

(thousand of circuits) 
"i(0 

€ -Forecast Horizon 

(thousand of circuits) 

0 0.105 *2 103.8 113.7 

l 0.100 F z  1321.8 ^3 129.9 

1.01 0.0999 *3 2016.0 *3 130.0 

4 0.0891 *3 67.2 *3 179.1 

16 0.068 *3 42.0 *3 394.5 

Table 2-6 

Optimal Decision for Link 3 

* 
r  ni* 

Forecast Horizon 

(thousand of circuits) 
Hi(c)  

e-Forecast Horizon 

(thousand of circuits) 

0 0.105 *3 42.0 ^*1
 

C
O

 109.2 

4 0.0891 C
O

 42.0 *3 141.2 

9 0.0778 *3 42.0 *3 175.7 

16 0.068 *3 42.0 *3 218.9 

25 0.060 ^3 42.0 ^3 269.8 
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Table 2-7 

Optimal Decision for Link 4 

a2 
* 

r  n/ 
Forecast Horizon 

(thousand of circuits) 
nx(0 

e  -Forecast Horizon 

(thousand of circuits) 

0 0.105 42.0 44.4 

4 0.0B91 42.0 58.4 

16 0.068 89.4 F l  92.6 

17 0.068 ^3 294.0 ^3 95.2 

25 0.060 ^3 42.0 ^3 115.2 

Finally, we investigate the relationship between the demand's uncer

tainty and economies-of-scale of the cost function. The investigation is based 

on a Brownian motion demand process with growth rate d = 1, and two dif

ferent cost functions, kx°l, and kxat, where a1=0.5 and az=0.3. That is, the 

latter one exhibits larger economies-of-scale than the preceding one. For each 

value of variance, such that <r2=0,1, 4, or 16, we vary r from 0.05 to 0.15 by 

increments of 0.01. The results of each optimal first decision are represented in 

Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2. We discovered that when the cost function exhibits 

larger economies-of-scale, then the optimal decision is more sensitive to the ran

domness of the demand process. 
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Figure 2-1: The optimal first decision obtained by varying the interest rate for 

fixed variance of '0,1, 4 and 16', which is represented by o, + and and cost 

function is fcc0,5. 
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HOOEL 3.2 
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Figure 2-2: The optimal first decision obtained by varying the interest rate for 

fixed variance of '0, 1, 4 and 16', which is represented by o, + and and cost 

function is kx0 3. 



7. Conclusions 

For a general class of infinite horizon single location capacity expan

sion problems under stochastic demand, optimal decisions can be found by solv

ing a deterministic equivalent problem. Considering the deterministic 

equivalent problem, we formulate the infinite stochastic capacity expansion 

problem in terms of a solvable dynamic programming recursion, and examine 

the existence of forecast horizons. If such a forecast horizon exists, then we can 

ensure the existence of the optimal initial decision; otherwise we can use a 

heuristic method to provide an initial decision within a prespecified error 

bound. Moreover, whenever an equivalent interest rate exists, then the impact 

of the uncertainty of demand can be evaluated by determining the impact of 

varying interest rates on the optimal initial decision. Also, we find that with 

more economies-of-scale, the decision is more sensitive to the problem's uncer

tainty. All of these results can also be applied to the production planning prob

lem. Based on the concepts of this paper, we could extend the problems to 

more general classes, such as including operating costs and lead time, to lead to 

further research. 
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Appendix 

program dep (input,output); 

label 20; 

const MAXARR = 100000; 

NOFXI =15; 

NOFYJ = 15; 

type current = record 

firstxi: real; 

firstyj : real; 

currxi: real; 

curryj : real; 

cumdemand : real; 

cost : real; 

end; 

Present Value = array [1..MAXARR] of current 

demand = array [1..MAXARR] of real; 

xi — array [1..NOFXI] of real; 

yj = array [1..NOFYJ] of real; 

var PV : PresentValue; 

x : xi; 

y: yj; 

costs : xi; 
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ansl : char; 

ans2 : char; 

answerl : boolean 

answer2 : boolean 

dm : demand; 

i: integer; 

j : integer; 

k : integer; 

a; integer; 

nxi : integer; 

nyj : integer; 

choicel : integer; 

choice2 : integer; 

A : real; 

B1 : real; 

C : real; 

kx: real; 

alpha:real; 

u : real; 

r: real; 

D : real; 

lh : real; 

rh : real; 

x3 : real; 

x2 : real; 
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xl ; real; 

xO : real; 

z : real; 

d: real; 

v : real; 

zs : real; 
\ 

ze : real; 

TE : real; 

e : real; 

xmax : real; 

counts : integer; 

number : integer; 

function F(t,z : real):real; 

begin 

F := x3*(t*t*t) + x2*(t*t) + xl*t + xO - z  ;  

end; 

procedure secant (lh,rh,eps,z : real; var t: real); 

var v,u : real; 

begin 

v := F(rh,z); 

u := F(lh,z); 

t := rh; 



while (abs(t-lh) > eps) do 

begin 

t := rh-v*(rh-lh)/(v-u); 

lh := rh; 

rh := t; 

u := v; 

v := F(t,z) 

end; 

end; 

function TS (lh,rh,z : real) :real; 

var t rreal; 

begin 

case choicel of 

1: TS := z / u; 

2: TS := ln(z/D + l)/u; 

3: begin 

if z < D then 

begin 

TS := ln(D/(D-z))/ 

end 

ebe 

begin 

TS := 9.9E25 

end 



end; 

4: begin 

Becant(lh,rh,0.01,z,t); 

if z=0.0 then 

TS :== 0.0 

else 

TS := t; 

end; 

end; 

end; 

function rs (r : real) :real; 

begin 

if v = 0 then v := 1E-20; 

rs := uqr(u)/v * (sqrt(l + 2*r*v*sqr(l/u))-l); 

end; 

function K (lh,rh,x,y,z : real; i : integer) :real; 

begin 

case choice2 of 

1:K := (A + Bl * x) * exp ( -rs(r) * 

TS(lh,rh,z+y)); 

2:K := exp(ln(kx) + alpha*ln(x)) * exp( -rs(r) 



TS(Ih,rh,z+y)); 

3:K := costs[i] * exp( -rs (r) * TS(lh,rh,z+y) ); 

end; 

end; 

function p (lh,rh,w,z : real) : real; 

begin 

p := 1.0 * w * exp (-rs(r) * TS (lh,rh,z+w) ); 

end; 

function B (lh,rh,y,z : real) treal; 

const N = 100; 

a = 0.0; 

var H : real; 

x: real; 

i: integer; 

c : real; 

begin 

H := 

c := 

abs (y-a) / N ; 

( p(lh,rh,a,z) + 

p(lh,rh,y,z)) / 2 ; 



if N > 1 then 

begin 

x := a; 

for i := 1 to N-1 do 

begin 

x := x + H; 

c :«= c + p(lh,rh,x,z); 

end; 

end; 

c := c * H; 

B := c; 

end; 

function ZE (te:real) :real ; 

begin 

case choicel of 

1 : ZE := u * te; 

2 : ZE D*(exp(u*te)-1); 

3 : ZE := D*(l-exp(-u*te)); 

4 : ZE := x3*(te*te*te)+x2*(te*te)+xl*te+x0 ; 

end; 

end; 
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procedure strategy (lh,rh : realjvar d : real) ; 

var small: real; 

costi : real; 

ij,k : integer; 

temp : current; 

begin 

temp := PV[l]; 

d temp.cumdemand; 

for i := 1 to nxi do 

begin 

small :=9.9E30; 

for j := 1 to nyj do 

begin 

if x[i] >= y[j] then 

begin 

costi := K(lh,rh,x[i] ,y [j],temp.cumdemand,i) + 

B(lh,rh,y [j],temp.cumdemand); 

if costi < small then 

begin 

small := costi; 

if i = 1 then 
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begin 

k := 1; 

end 

else begin 

k := i -f counts - 1 ; 

end; 

with PV[k] do 

begin 

firstxi := temp.firstxi; 

firstyj := tempiirstyj; 

ctirrxi := x[i]; 

curryj := yp]; 

cumdemand := temp.cumdemand + x[i]; 

cost := temp .cost + small; 

end; 

end; 

end; 

end; 



end; 

counts := k; 

end; 

procedure heapsort ; 

label 10; 

var temp : current; 

ij,k : integer; 

y : real; 

begin 

for k := 2 to counts do 

begin 

1 := k; 

temp := PV[k]; 

y := PV[k] .cumdemand; 

j := i div 2; 

while j > 0 do 

begin 

if y <= PV[j].cumdemand then 

goto 10; 
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PV[i] := PVp]; 

i := j ; 

j := i div 2 

end; 

10: PVp] := temp ; 

end; 

for k := counts downto 2 do 

begin 

y := PV[k].cumdemand ; 

temp := PV [k]; 

PV[k] := PV[1]; 

i:= 1; 

J s- 2; 

if (PV[3].cumdemand > PV[2].cumdemand) and {k-1 >=3) 

then j :=3 ; 

while (j <= k-1) and (PVp].cumdemand > y) do 

begin 

PV[i] := PVp] ; 

i := j; 

j := 2 * i; 



if j+1 <= k-1 then 

if PVp+l].cumdemand > PVp].cumdemand then 

j:= j+1; 

end; 

PV[i] :== temp; 

end; 

for i := 1 to counts do 

end; 

procedure dominated ; 

var ij,k : integer; 

begin 

i:= 1; 

while (i < counts) do begin 

if (PV[i].cumdemand = PV[i+l].cumdemand) then 

begin 

if (PV[i].cost < PV[i+l].cost) then 

begin 

for j:= i+1 to counts - 1 do 



pvp] := PVti+1]; 

counts := counts - 1; 

end; 

end; 

i f  ( i  <  coun t s  )  t hen  

begin 

if (PV[i].cost >= PV[i+l].cost)then 

begin 

for j := i to counts - 1 do 

begin 

PVp] := PVp+1]; 

end; 

counts := counts - 1; 

k := i; 

while k >= 2 do begin 

if (PV[k-l].cost >= PV[k].cost) then 

begin 

for j := k to counts do 

begin 

PVfi-1] := PV[j]; 



end; 

counts := counts -1; 

k := k-1; 

i := k; 

end 

else 

begin 

i :=k  ;  

k := 1 ; 

end; 

end; 

end 

else 

begin 

i := i+1; 

end; 

end; 

end; 

end; 

procedure stoprule (var number : integer); 

var i: integer; 

begin 



number := 1; 

while (i < counts ) and (PV[i].firstxi <= PV[i+l].firstxi) do 

begin 

number := number +1; 

i := i+1; 

end; 

end; 

begin 

answerl := true; 

while answerl do 

begin 

writeln (' In this program, there are four different'); 

writeln (' demand functions as following 

writeln; 

writeln (' "1" D(t) = d(t) ')i 

writeln (' "2" D(t) = D * ( exp (d(t)) - 1 ) '); 

writeln (' "3" D(t) = D * ( 1 - exp (-d(t)) ) '); 

writeln (' "411 D(t) = x3*d(t)**3 + x2*d(t)**2 + xl*d(t) + xO 

writeln; 

writeln (' where the above d(t) is Brownian motion '); 

writeln; 
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writeln (' Please input the number of demand function you want to try'); 

readln (choicel); 

case choicel of 

1 :begin 

writeln; 

writeln('please input drift, variance and interest rate '); 

readln (u,v,r); 

writeln(' The demand function is : 1); 

writeln (' D(t) = d(t) '); 

writeln(' with drift d = ',u:6:4); 

end; 

2 :begin 

writeln; 

writeln('please input drift, variance and interest rate '); 

readln (u,v,r); 

writeln ('please input D'); 

readln (D); 

writeln; 

writeln(' The demand function is : '); 

writeln (' D(t) = D * ( exp (d(t)) - 1) '); 

writelnf' with drift d = ',u:6:4,' and D = *, D:10:2); 

end; 

3 :begin 

writeln; 

writeln('please input drift,variance and interest rate '); 
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readln (u,v,r); 

writeln('please input D'); 

readln (D); 

writeln(' The demand function is : '); 

writeln (' D(t) = D * ( 1 - exp (-d(t)) ) '); 

writelnf with drift d = *,u:6:4,'and D = D:10:2); 

end; 

4 :begin 

writeln; 

writeln('please input drift, variance and interest rate '); 

readln (u,v,r); 

writeln ('please input x3,x2,xl,x0'); 

readln (x3,x2,xl,x0); 

writeln(' The equation is solved by "secant method"'); 

writeln ('please input the two initial approxiation'); 

readln (lh,rh); 

writeln(' The demand function is : *); 

writeln (' "4" D(t) = x3*d(t)**3 + x2*d(t)**2 + xl*d(t) + xO ') 

writeln(' with drift d = ',u:6:4); 

writelnf and x3 = ', x3;6:5,' x2 = x2:6:5, 

' xl = ', xl:6:5, ' xO = x0:6:5); 

end; 

end; 

writeln; 

writeln; 
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writeln (' There are three different cost functions as following 

writeln; 

writeln (' "1" K - A + B * x '); 

writeln (' "2" K = k * x ** a '); 

writeln (' "3" Fixed cost function '); 

writeln ; 

writeln (' Please input the number of cost function '); 

readln (choice2); 

writeln; 

case choice2 of 

l:begin 

writeln (' Please input the constant "A" and "B" '); 

readln (A,B1); 

writeln; 

writeln (' The cost function is ',A:4:2,' + ',B1:4:2,' x '); 

writeln; 

writeln (' please input the number of different facilities'); 

readln (nxi); 

writeln (' please input the capacity of facilities '); 

writeln (' for nondecreasing order '); 

writeln; 

for i := 1 to nxi do 

begin 

readln (x[i]); 

writeln(' the capacity x(*,i:2,*) is : *pc[i]:6:2); 



end; 

end; 

2:begin 

writeln (' Please input the constant "k" and "a" ') 

readln (kx,alpha); 

writeln; 

writeln (' The cost function is ',kx:4:2,' x ** ',alpha:4:2 

writeln; 

writeln (' please input the number of different facilities'); 

readln (nxi); 

writeln (' please input the capacity of facilities '); 

writeln (' for nondecreasing order '); 

writeln; 

for i := 1 to nxi do 

begin 

readln (x[i]); 

writeln(' the capacity x(',i:2,') is : *pc[i]:6:2); 

end; 

end; 

3:begin 

writeln (' please input the number of different facilities'); 

readln (nxi); 

writeln (' please input the capacity of facilities '); 

writeln (' for nondecreasing order,and fixed cost '); 

writeln; 



for i1 to nxi do 

begin 

readln (x[i], costs [i]); 

writeln(' the capacity x(',i:2,') is : ',x[i]:10:2); 

writeln(' and the fixed cost is : ',costs[i]:10:2); 

end; 

end; 

end; 

writeln; 

writeln (' The cost function of backorders is '); 

writeln; 

writeln (' B(x) = c * x '); 

writeln; 

writeln (* Please input constant "c" '); 

readln (C); 

writeln ; 

writeln (' The cost function of backorder is B(x) = \C:4:2,' * x') 

writeln (' Please input the number of allowed backorder level '); 

readln (nyj); 

if nyj = 0 then 

begin 

nyj := 1; 

y[l]:= 0; 

end 

else 
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begin 

writeln; 

writeln (' please input the allowed backorder level '); 

writeln (' for nondecreasing order '); 

writeln; 

for j := 1 to nyj do 

begin 

readln(y[j]) ; 

writelnf' the allowed backorder level y('j:2,') is : ',yp]:6:2); 

end; 

end; 

answer2 := true; 

while answer2 do 

begin 

writeln; 

writeln; 

writeln(' The drift d = ',u:6:4,' and variance v = v:6:4); 

writeln; 

writeln(' The interest r = ',r:6:4, 

* and equivalent interest rate r* = ',rs(r):6:4); 

writeln; 

writeln (' two different stopping rule have been applied here '); 

writeln ; 

writeln (' 1. stopping rule based on the theorem of forcast horizon1); 



writeln (' 2. stopping rule based on the cost error '); 

writeln ; 

writeln (' which one you like to try, please input the ); 

writeln ; 

readln (a); 

for i := 1 to nxi do 

begin 

with PV[i] do 

begin 

firstxi := 0.0; 

firstyj := 0.0; 

currxi := 0.0; 

curryj := 0.0; 

cumdemand := 0.0; 

cost := 0.0; 

end; 

end; 

countB 1; 

xmax := x[nxi] ; 

z := xmax; 

zs := x[l] + PV[l].cumdemand; 



strategy (lh,rh,d); 

for i := 1 to nxi do 

begin 

with PV[i] do 

begin 

firstxi := currxi; 

firstyj := curryj; 

end; 

end; 

case a of 

1: 

begin 

( 

k := 1; 

i == 1; 

while( z >= zs ) do 

begin 

zs := PV[l].cumdemand + x[l]; 

strategy (lh ,rh,d); 

dm[i] := d; 

i := i+1; 

heapsort; 

dominated; 

end; 
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stoprule (number) ; 

if number <> counts then 

begin 

z := dm [k] + xmax; 

k := k + 1; 

goto 20; 

end 

else begin 

writeln (' the optimal infinite first decision is : '); 

writeln; 

writeln (' the capacity is : ',PV[l].firstxi: 6:2); 

writeln; 

writeln (' the allowed backorder is : ',PV[l].firstyj :6:2); 

writeln; 

writeln (' the forcast horizon (cumulative demand) is :',z:8:2); 

end; 

end; 

2:begin 

writeln ; 

writeln (' please input the amount of the cost error here '); 

readln (e); 

writeln ; 



writeln (' the amount of cost error is : \e:6:2); 

TE := abs (In (e / K (lh,rh^anax,0.0,0.0,nxi))) / rs(r) ; 

writeln ( ' TE = \ TE:6:2); 

ze := ZE( TE ); 

while (ze > zs ) do 

begin 

strategy (lh,rh,d); 

heapsort; 

dominated ; 

zs := PV[l].cumdemand ; 

end; 

writeln ; 

writeln (' the optimal first decision within cost error is 

writeln ; 

writeln (' the capacity is : ',PV[l].firstxi:0:2); 

writeln ; 

writeln (' the allowed backorder is : ',PV[l].flrstyj:6:2); 

writeln ; 

writeln (' the error cost forcast horizon is : ',ze:6:2); 

end; 

end; 

writeln; 

writeln; 
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writeln (' Would you like to test some other variance ? (y/n) '); 

writeln ; 

readln (ans2); 

case ans2 of 

'y' :begin 

answer2 := true; 

writeln (' Pleaes input the variance '); 

readln(v); 

end; 

'n' : answer2 := false; 

end; 

end; 

writeln ; 

writeln(' Would you like to try some other model ? (y/n) '); 

readln (ansl); 

case ansl of 

'y': answerl := true; 

'a' : answerl := false; 

end; 

end; 

end. 
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